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Sailing Awaits introduces portable inflatable sailboats from Europe
MiniCat is now available in the Pacific Northwest
Kenmore, WA – January 15, 2019 – Want a small sailboat, but don’t have the storage space?
Don’t have a vehicle capable of towing a trailer? Get a MiniCat, an inflatable catamaran-style
sailboat from Europe, and the world’s favorite portable sailboat. It’s popularity has been proven
since 2006. And with its durability backed by a 2-year manufacturer warranty along with its
affordability and low cost of ownership make it a no-brainer. All the joy of sailing without the
headaches is finally available in the Pacific Northwest exclusively from Sailing Awaits.

Available in four sizes, eight models, and four sail colors with smart options such as outboard
motor mount, gennaker sail, or bow storage trampoline, there’s a fit for every sailor. Choose
from the smallest 10’ Guppy weighing 64 lbs and packs into 1 duffel bag, the largest 15’ 460
-more-

weighing 128 lbs and packs into 3 duffels, the original 310 model, or the versatile 420 with
optional carbon fiber spars, rudder, and high-performance sails. It can be assembled in 15-40
minutes, but quicker with a powered inflator instead of a manual pump. And it’s endorsed by
Laura Dekker, the youngest solo circumnavigator at age 16 after a high publicized court battle in
the Netherlands. She once said, “[The MiniCat 310] sailed really well and it was very fast. I
learned that it is easy to assemble… It can be carried along in one big bag... I have seen and
sailed numerous inflatable catamarans and this one really stands above them all.”

Take it camping, gunkholing, a remote mountain lake, or a tropical island, by car top, or on a
plane. Leave it assembled for the week, or the entire summer. From Alaska to the Caribbean
and beyond, where will your next sailing adventure take you?

Sailing Awaits LLC, founded in 2018, aims to make sailing available whenever and wherever for
everyone. This exclusive dealer of MiniCat portable sailboats in the Pacific Northwest is based
in Kenmore, WA. Visit us at the 2019 Seattle Boat Show booth E929.

For more information, please visit www.sailingawaits.com.
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If you would like more information about this topic, please visit www.sailingawaits.com or
contact Alfred at (206) 880-1248 or info@sailingawaits.com.

